Project PCB
The Private Corruption Barometer
Drafting and piloting a model for a comparative business victimization survey on private corruption in the EU

Co-funded by the Internal Security Fund of the European Union
Directorate-General Migration and Home Affairs

9.00–09.30 Registration
09.30–09.45 Opening remarks
09.45–11.30 Session 1 – The results of Project PCB
A standardized business victimization survey module on private corruption: Project PCB – The Private Corruption Barometer
Andrea Di Nicola and Giuseppe Espa
Scientific coordinator and vice scientific coordinator of eCrime, University of Trento
The test in Bulgaria
Alexander Stoyanov
Center for the Study of Democracy
The test in Germany
Giulia Norberti
Mafia? Nein, Danke!
The test in Italy
Fabrizio Costantino
eCrime, University of Trento
The test in Spain
Jesus Palomo and Ana Belén Perianes Bermúdez
Universidad Rey Juan Carlos
11.30–12.00 Coffee break
12.00–12.45 Session 2 – Discussion: the prevention of private corruption and the role of the private sector
12.45–13.00 Closing remarks

Final conference - Project PCB
Brussels, 27th April 2018, 9.30–13.00
Towards a common method to measure private corruption in the EU Member States

Common Representation of the European Region Tyrol - South Tyrol – Trentino in Brussels
45/47, Rue de Pascale - 1040 Brussels

www.project-pcb.eu